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The decision for rTPA for LNG terminals in 2003 was based on an
underdeveloped gas market & few LNG terminals in the EU at the time
Gas market concentrations in 2003

EU LNG terminals in 2003 with nominal capacity
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All LNG terminals operated in markets with dominant companies. rTPA was a tool to break these dominant
positions and facilitate new entrants.
Source: EC, 2003. Data was not provided for all countries, e.g. due to commercial sensitivity
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Source: GIE, 2010
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Motivation for rTPA for LNG in 2003 was to prevent abuse of horizontal
market power & vertical foreclosure of downstream markets by incumbents
Regulating LNG terminals, seen as natural monopolies and essential facilities, was aimed at restricting
the use of horizontal market power and vertical foreclosure.

Trading
Exploration /
production

Transmission
LNG
import

Distribution

Retail

Storage

Horizontal concern:

Vertical concern:

Prices and outputs are not at the competitive
level due to the market being controlled by a
single or small group of companies.

Creating competitive advantage downstream
by denying or overpricing capacity for
competitors downstream.
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* Example Zeebrugge: In 2002, the Belgian regulator pointed out that Montoir-de-Bretagne was the only terminal that could physically compete with the
Zeebrugge terminal (CREG, 2002).
.
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Developments until 2020: Fundamental changes in NW-Europe gas
market, alleviating concerns from 2003
Wider gas market development

LNG market development
Number and capacity
of LNG terminals in
EU multiplied

Competition in the
gas market has
increased while
concentration has
decreased

An integrated internal
market for natural
gas has developed in
(Northwest) Europe

Regional markets
have been
recognised in EC
case law
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Reasons for
decrease in
vertical and
horizontal
concerns

Competition between
LNG terminals
emerged

LNG has become
part of a wider gas
market with piped
gas
Evolution of FSRUs
has added new
option to add LNG
capacity quickly and
with lower CAPEX
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These developments have also been observed by different recent
studies

“

Trinomics, REKK & Enquidity for EC (2020)

Some terminals – like those in Northwest Europe – are well connected to neighbouring
markets and present ample downstream distribution opportunities to their users. . . .
These physical interconnections have bred strong inter-terminal competition in the
region, as shippers can elect to use any of the terminals to serve the same markets”

“

“

Trinomics, REKK & Enquidity for EC (2020)

“LNG markets in the EU historically operated to a large extent at national level. . . .
However, in the past decade gas systems and market areas have become more
interconnected, enabling increased gas flows between different countries in the EU. In
recent years, competition has also intensified between terminals with similar capacities
in the same regions”
EY/REKK (2018)

“Increasing global LNG oversupply as well as large volumes of regasification capacity helps
competition to unfold between LNG and pipelined gas in the EU.”
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Therefore, the concerns that motivated rTPA have reduced over time
with the development of competitive markets
The original motivation for rTPA was based on market failures in an immature gas market.
Effective competition e.g. in the NWE market remove these concerns
Horizontal concerns have been reduced:
▪ The market share each terminal holds for delivery to
the regional market
▪ Competition between terminals
▪ The competitive pressure on LNG from pipeline
import and production capacity
▪ Lower barriers to entry for LNG
(especially due to the evolution of FSRU technology)

Vertical concerns have been reduced:
▪ The market share each terminal holds for
delivery to the regional market
▪ The access mid- and downstream players have
to alternative sources of gas on a wellfunctioning regional gas market
▪ Unbundling that has occurred since 2003

The balance between the costs and benefits of the rTPA regime has changed since 2003.
A review and modernisation of the regulatory framework for LNG terminals is required.
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Advantages of nTPA over rTPA in regions, where the need for
regulation no longer prevails
Where effective competition takes place between terminals (and with piped gas), nTPa avoids the
inefficiencies that are an inherent risk of regulatory regimes and avoids distorted competition driven by
different regulatory terms in different EU Member States.

Provides operational
freedom to offer services
in line with market demand

Creates investment signals
based on market demand
rather than regulatory
incentives

frontier economics

? Removes the uncertainty of

?

?

the exemptions procedure

Case-by-case exemption
regime is an additional
burden on the
development of terminals
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Developments of the gas and LNG markets since 2003 are very different
across the EU – Flexible regulation across regions is needed
Differences in pipeline
infrastructures

Distribution of
rTPA exemptions
Nom. annual capacity in bn m3/year

Differences in the maturity
level of gas hubs
High maturity
Low maturity
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The map shows differences in
the maturity level of gas
hubs (based on the number of
active participants, diversity of
traded products, traded volumes,
tradability index and churn rates).

The level of effective
competition differs by
Member State, as
interconnection and supply
sources vary by country.

NWE has a very high share of
import capacity that is TPA
exempted while the rest of
Europe has a very low share
of exempted capacity.

Source: Oxford Institute for energy studies, 2019; GIE, 2019; EPRS, 2016; CEER, 2019
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This allows tailoring the regulation to the status of market maturity in
different Member States by allowing MS to select nTPA or rTPA
Member State selecting “Regulated Third Party
Access"

Member state selecting “Negotiated Third Party
Access”

MS1

MS2

Low

Level of
competition
between facilities

High

Low

Level of effective
access

High

High

Level of client
concentration

Low

High

Level of barriers
to entry

Low

Low
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Level of market maturity

High
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As a starting we could follow the guidelines set out for storage today,
and allow MS to set other relevant criteria if needed
Commission guidance for storage
Effective
competition
between
facilities

Effective
access

Concentration
of clients

Barriers to
entry

Comments for LNG

▪ Is there competition between facilities and with
the wider market?
 Sufficient number of independent providers?

▪ Structural indicators like capacity
available (and also considering piped
gas)
▪ More performance indicators could be
collected from market parties.

▪ Are market parties able to get access to the
facility?
 High proportion of LT-capacity allocated
without non-discriminatory manner?

▪ Open Seasons or other market-based
mechanisms to allocate capacity

▪ Is capacity mainly used by a small set of
concentrated market parties and does this
distort the market?

▪ Where required, additional conditions
such as those imposed on exempted
LNG terminals could prevent
concentration

▪ Are there barriers to entry?
 Technical barriers?
 Administrative barriers?
 Economic barriers?

▪ Barriers to entry have been reduced
given the entry observed and
developments like FSRUs.

Source: EC, 2010
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Also with nTPA – minimum regulation standards can provide safeguards
for effective competition while enabling benefits of commercial freedom
(1/2)
Third Party Access

Primary allocation

Allocation mechanism
▪ Primary capacity allocation based on transparent, nondiscriminatory, market based procedures like Open
Season or other appropriate procedures

Secondary allocation

Allocation mechanism
▪ UIOLI as of today to
be maintained, mainly
to prevent capacity
hoarding

Max. contract lead time
▪ Contracts length should allow for integration with
upstream contracts/commitments of users
▪ Mandatory short-term contracts should not undermine
financeability of terminal as a whole

Max. share of dominant player
▪ A cap on dominant downstream users could be
appropriate to limit potential vertical concerns
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Also with nTPA – minimum regulation standards can provide safeguards
for effective competition while enabling benefits of commercial freedom
(2/2)
Tariffs

Regulation

Risk

!

▪ Risk to be
managed by
private
investors

Unbundling

Tariff publication and conditions

Tariff publication
▪ A standard bundled
product should be defined
to form the basis of an
annually published tariff

Terms and conditions

Unbundling requirements

Role of unbundling
▪ Unbundling conditions
strengthen nondiscriminatory
operations by removing
anti-competitive
incentives and limiting
information flows

▪ Terms and conditions
accounting for customer’s
needs to be detailed in
bilateral contracts,
which allows terminal
operators to use the
terminal flexibly and
efficiently
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